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HISTORIAN VIEWS
BRITISH RELATIONS
On Thursday, January 15. at 8:00 in
Billings Hall, Professor Robert McElroy,
formerly of Princeton, -lectured on
Obstacles to Current British-American
Relations. Professor McElroy, who has
been observing Anglo-American rela-
tions for some thirty-five years, holds
the chair at Oxford University recent-
ly endowed to be held by American
historians specializing in the study
The lecturer spoke first of the tra-
ditional misunderstanding between
England and America which dates from
ganda of various sorts. Textbooks have
have always treated George III as a
despicable tyrant, while the English
ones have regarded him as the patriot
king, and both sides have failed to
recognize the truth, which was that
the Revolution was a struggle between
the progressives and reactionaries on
both sides of the Atlantic. Often the
text books, until perhaps the last
quarter century, were written not by
historians but by teachers who accept-
ed the tradition with which they were
familiar and thus handed on the old
misconceptions. An investigation of
forty American textbooks made in 1917
revealed that a large majority of them
were unfair to England. It is only fair
to add that an attempt to make a sim-
ilar investigation of English textbooks
revealed that these said nothing at all
about America after 1783. But now
there is developing both in England
basis for international relations.
Another factor against harmony is
the cosmopolitan character of Amer-
ican civilization. The power of the
foreign policy
always proved a thorn
in our negotiations with other coun-
tries besides England. According to
Professor McElroy, the framers of the
Constitution intended that the execu-
tive should not control foreign affairs.
This was the natural reaction against
George III. And now the Senate is "on-
ly the residue of the ancient theory of
state sovereignty."
Lastly Professor McElroy discussed
the obstacle of our anti-imperialistic






these observations is that the important
factor in international relations is the
development of the international mind,
or enlightened world consciousness, in
which work the World Court could be
of great advantage.
Statistics Reveal Courses
Held Favorite By Freshmen
By what delectable method the
freshmen choose their courses has long
been somewhat of a mystery. Judg-
ing from personal reminiscences one
concludes that the usual procedure is
a wild last-minute scrambling of gen-
erously and heterogeneously proffered
advice. Those
relatives can doubtless follow their own
inclinations provided that they have
such. Be all that as it may, whether
there is rhyme or reason in Freshmen
elections, a perusal of the statistics
submitted on this subject in the last
President's Report reveals certain facts
concerning the relative popularity of
freshman electives.
Apparently the fame of History 103,
northward
America into Central America has
brought to the State Department new
problems of recognition and of our right
On December 16. 1930, President Palma
of Guatemala, who was Acting Presi-
dent in the serious illness of President
Chacon, was overthrown by a sudden
coup d'etat which entailed some blood-
shed. This occurred just two days after
President Hoover had recognized the
Palma government, which placed our
relations with the new government in
a delicate position, as in the recent
case of Brazil. General Manuel Orel-
lana was designated provisional Presi-
dent. It was impossible, however, for
the United States to recognize General
Orellana, because of our influence in
obtaining the treaty signed by the five
Central-American Republics in 1923,
which declares that none of the five
will recognize a government set up
through violence or unconstitutional
means. The United States did not sign
this treaty but feels morally bound by
it, and has already adhered to it in
the case of Nicaragua in 1927. There-
fore our recognition was formally with-
held from Guatemala on December 30,
and consequently General Orellana was
forced to resign, since American recog-
nition is practically essential to the
continuance of almost any Latin-Amer-
ican government. A new provisional
President, Dr. Reyna Andrade, who had
was regularly chosen by the legisla-
tive assembly, and recognition was duly
accorded his government.
This Central-American policy of the
United States, which seems to have
(Continued on Page 2, Col. 2)
Special Trains Will Run
During Examination Period
Two special trains, one from Albany
and one from New York, will be run
for the accommodation of students re-
turning to Wellesley for the beginning
of the second semester. Both trains
will arrive at Wellesley at 7:25 A. M.,
February 9. The special train from
New York is scheduled to leave Grand
Central Station at 12:35 A. M., arriving
in Springfield at 4:25 A. M., and
stopping at Wellesley at 7:25 Monday
morning. The special train from
Albany will leave Albany at 12:50 A. M.,
February 9, will leave Springfield at
4:55 A. M. and will stop at Wellesley at
7:25, Monday, February 9.
Throughout the two weeks of the
midyear examination period any of the
five regular New York trains will stop
at Wellesley provided that there are at
least ten students intending to board
the train. On February 4, 5, and 6
the regiilar New York train from Bos-
at 12:30 P.M. and
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of Information
OPEN HOUSE
On the evening of Monday, Jan-
uary 26, if the sky be clear, the
Whitin Observatory will be open to
all members of the College and their
friends from 7:30 to 9:30. The tele-
scopes will be used for observing
the Moon and the planets Jupiter
and Mars.
John C. Duncan. Director
This /ening at eight o'clock at
Hall the Budapest String
Quartette will give a concert. The
organization is well known in Central
Europe and is particularly noted for
presentation of modern music. The
program follows:
Quartette in B flat, Op. 18, No. 6,
Beethoven
artette in C minor. Op. 51, No. 3,
Brahms
Quartette in F mnjor, Op. 96,
Dvorak
Tomorrow night at eight o'clock the
first Tradition Night in three years will
; held at Alumnae Hall. The pro-
am, one of fun and frolic, will be
yen by members of the faculty.
On Sunday. January 25. the Chapel
speaker will be the Reverend Bernard
C. Clausen, pastor of the First Baptist
Church of Syracuse, New York. Dr.
Clausen is the author of several well-
known books on religious subjects,
among which are Preach It Again, Pen
straits of the Twelve, and The Tech-
que of a Minister,
Miss Katherine McElroy of the De-
partment of Biblical History will lead
Christian Association vespers on
Sunday evening. January 25, at 7:30
in Agora Society House. All the col-
lege is cordially invited.
Wellesley Societies Hold
January Program Meetings
Last Saturday evening, January 17,
saw five of Wellesley's six societies
hold their second program meetings
the year and carry out their
>sen subjects of work for 1930-31.
Greek women and the emphasis
placed upon them in Greek literature
from Homer through the transition
poets to the three great
s, Aeschylus, Sophocles.
Euripides." is the unusual subject
Alpha Kappa Chi is studying this
Of Legal Profession
On Wednesday afternoon, January
14. Judge Emma Fall Schofield. newly
appointed Justice of the Maiden Dis-
Court, lectured on Law as a Pro-
oti for Wovivn The helun.' m.jked
opening of a series sponsored by
Vocational liilornm-
thc first i
Stressing the fact that there is an
opportunity for women in the legal
profession. Judge Schofield recounted
experiences as a lawyer as
70man in the state of Massa-
;o practice as a trial lawyer.
The first requisite for a successful
lawyer of any kind is
thorough preparation including a four-
year college course, a three-year course
a law school and preferably at
ast a one-year interneship in a good
w office before starting out alone.
Judge Schofield suggested specializing
economics, history or subjects allied
them as college preparation for law
The Nausicaa
od u ••• a-
;ene from the Odyssey





Arete Mary Lucy Hafford
Society Phi Sigma with Scandinavian
Folklore as their main subject heard
Mr. Ehrensperger give an informa
on the subject of the Norse Sagas.
Ehrensperger gave some particularly
interesting illustrations from the
Shakespeare presented three s
from Othello with a cast as follov




Act. IV. Sc. II
Desdemona
Emilia










A paper in conjunction with
scenes was read by Mary Stix. This
program elaborated the society's study
of "The Relief in Tragedy."
Flemish, Dutch, and German art
presented at Tau Zeta Epsilon, whose
subject for the year is "Art in Four
Countries." From the painting:
these northern countries the best
{Continued on Page 8, Col. 1
In the spring of 1930 the college stu-
dent body voted to install some changes
i existing Judiciary System. The
changes instituted were:
That the name Judiciary be
changed to Superior Court.
That the title Chairman of Ju-
diciary be changed to Chief Justice.
3. That the system of House Coun-
cils be changed to District Courts com-
posed of House Presidents in upper
class houses and of Village Juniors in
Freshman Houses grouped into sepa-
4. That the chairman of the House
Presidents Council be elected by ballot
of the Association.
study of law after profession-
1, the training gained there is
invaluable, since entirely new fields of






with a good firm of
illingness of th
represented in court by you
women. For this reason and also I
ise law firms do not give salaries
men for the first year or two i
law school, it is highly desirable
t the prospective Portia should
e to stake herself financially
least one year after the completion
of her law school course.
Dr. Buttrick To Conduct
Series Of C. A Discussions
to
Superior Court.
6. That the Chief Justice shall call
together and preside over all the meet-
ings of the Superior Court and of the
Freshman District Courts.
The reasons for these changes were
that:
1. The large body of Judiciary was
called together often to deal with
cases of minor importance which
could be handled very satisfac-
torily by a smaller group.
2. Too much time was required cf
a large number of people.
3. Some of the members of the
House Council especially in the
Freshman Houses did not have
enough experience to deal with
the cases in question.
Dues to the existing conditions in the
spring, it was felt that the new sys-
tems should go into effect in the fall
of 1930. In September, 1930, the ma-
chinery was set in motion.
The campus is divided into three
District Courts composed of the House
Presidents of that district, and of the
secretary who attends all the campus
courts, and is presided over by the
President of the House Council.
The village is divided into four dis-
trict courts composed of the Village
Juniors of that district, and the sec-
retary who attends all the village
courts, and is presided over by the
the Superior Court.
er of trial we believe





The College and the Christian .
ciation are alike fortunate in having
for the leader of the annual i
held the first week of the second se-
mester, February 9-13, Dr. George .
thur Buttrick of the Madison Ave:
Presbyterian Church in New York
City. Dr. Buttrick was born
cated in England, but was ord
to the ministry of the Congregational
Church in the United States in 1915.
He received the degree of Doctor of
Divinity from Hamilton College
1927. After having served as pastor I
15^,5^^b£ iiSmP Faculty Mviser system
Presbyterian Church of Buffalo, New Qf MUCh HelD TO FreStimeil?
York. He served as pastor in Buffalo
nry Sloane Coffin as
lison Avenue Presby-
terian Church in New York, which
position he has held since that time.
The series of meetings which Dr.
Buttrick will lead while at Wellesley
will consist of afternoon talks in the
College Chapel and of evening discus-
sions in various dormitories. The sub-
jects of these talks and discussions
TRADITION NIGHT
are no reserved seats and no tickets
for the Alumnae Association Tra-
dition Night, Friday. January 23, it
is requested that students do not at-
tempt to save seats for their friends.




This week the inquiring reporter put
the following question to a number of
people about the campus: Do you
think the present system of Faculty
Advisers for freshmen is a good one?
What changes would improve it?
Miss Knapp, Dean of Freshmen and
Sophomores: Various plans have been
tried and none has been entirely suc-
cessful for either group. One reason
for this may be that the main object of
such a system is not exactly clear to
anyone. Whether such a plan is
necessary^ or practicable is not certain.
Here it has been found better that the
student's adviser should be one of her
instructors. To some girls Faculty Ad-
visers are a good deal of help. The
majority, however, have no especial
Miss Appleton, Department of His-
tory: I think it is a good system. It is
better for both students and faculty to
make some less formal contacts than
(Continued on Page 5, Col. 3)
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
Getting over vacation and into
animations notwithstanding, some
leges, it would seem, are really very
tive these days. Barnard, for insta
always energetic, due probably to
rush and hurry of New York at
its doors, is having an ":
week from January 12 to
All those who have been learning
swim—nay, to crawl—are entering the
contest, which will, apparently, deter-
mine how far they can crawl using
either the scissors or the flutter-kick,
either or both of which will count.
LATIN UNREST STRIKES STATISTICS SHOW
AMERICAN REPUBLICS FAVORITE COURSES
C'<>l!!>U!f(l
The Yale Daily Neius publishes a
protest against the oppressive collegi-
ate habit of invariably "following the
mob." The indignant author of the
article cannot understand why a gen-
eration notoriously free to go to the
devil any way it likes, notoriously free
from the rule of its elders, should in-
variably subordinate itself to the opin-
ions and tastes prevailing among the
majority of its classmates. "If you
have simple tastes, if you have ideas,
if you want to dress as you like, dis-
regard drinking or football games, the
stock market or the week-end girl,"
successful in the case of Guate-
mala, is criticized in other quarters.
Some think that there are timns when
a coup d'etat is the only way c_ putting
a corrupt government out of power,
and that to deny this means is highly
crawl" unfortunate. The present situation in
January 16. Cuba is cited as a possible example.
The question of maintenance of
United States marines In Nicaragua
has again come forward after the death
of eight marines in an ambuscade on
New Year's Eve. The slayers were
members of the insurgent forces under
General Sandino, and the fighting took
place in the jungle in northern Nica-
ragua, which is considered the "tough-
est" section of Latin America. Again
sentiment has been roused in both
the United States and Latin America.
Senator Hiram Johnson proposed a
resolution calling for an investigation
of the relations of the United States
with Nicaragua, but he did not com-
mit himself on the question of with-
s, prove an interesting experiment,
iake your own will prevail now
then, in an age which ought to
golden age for intellectual mi-
"Upholding old college traditions ' is
the object of students of the Women's
College, University of Rochester, who
are going to spend the money they made
on a Christmas dance, with the hoped-
for result that the college will have its
traditions upheld and preserved. If
they have any money left over, they
might even start a few new traditions.
A new historical experiment is to be
tried at Goucher College—history
taught backwards, a course that begins
with the present and progresses to the
past. The reason for the arrange-
iCoiiiiinictl. from Page Col.
that
the 1
The Tech solemnly announces that
the class of 1934 is making plans for
its traditional bonfire, which will cre-
mate the class neckties, treasured mud-
scarred relics of the victorious Field
Day. The freshmen will do a wild-
savage dance around the bonfire, and
will then bury the precious ashes at
to the far corners of the earth
from a class of 400, 178 students av
themselves of the opportunity to
quire a background in mediaeval
tory. There is likewise divulged through
these statistics a genuine fondness foi
the Department of English Literature
on the part of the class of 1932 specifi-
cally, since 159 members of that class
elected courses in the department. Of
lish Literature, 106
dition sharing honors only with 105
Either most popular or most beneficia
of courses offered to freshmen i:
French 103. In September, 1928, seven-
ty-six percent of the incoming class
selected French with which to mee
their language requirement, the major
ity of these students having pre
requisites for 103.
Of sciences Zoology leads over Botan;
by 36 points or rather students, 1
number electing Zoology being 127
the 91 voting for Botany. The fre:
men have always showed a tendency
caragua is reported as declaring . to avoid assiduously the departm
that the presence of our marines is
|
Physics, for only 40 in the clas;
nd that with tured to ally themselves with a
ive forces it in this department,
might be possible to drive the insur- despite its removal from the list of re-
gents out and insure a lasting peace, quired courses, enjoys some small popu
On the Latin-American side a Peru- larity, drawing 129 students
vian newspaper recently declared that class of 400.
our intervention in Nicaragua would
do no good to the cause of Pan-Amer-
icanism and international justice.
The most recent trouble occurred on
when the government of
i overturned very sudden-
exile he resigned and appointed, as
Secretary of the Department of Gov-
ernment and Justice, Harmodio Arias,
who then took over the government.
Then Dr. Don Ricardo Alfaro, Pana-
maian minister to Washington, was in-
vited to become president and declared
the legal successor to that office by
the Supreme Court of Panama. There
is no treaty limitation to our recogni-
tion of Panama as in the case of the
five Central-American Republics, and
Dr. Alfaro would be particularly ac-
ceptable to us because of his expe-
the cooperation
Art and Musical Theory are indulged
in to a lesser degree than English Lit-
erature and History. Both depart-
ments, however, received 76 and 36 stu-
dents respectively from the class of
1932. Of the 26 students exempted
from English Composition, 17 chose to
continue study in that department,
electing either Journalism or Free
Writing.
Comparisons in this case are not
odious. They merely reveal a certain
stolid unwavering quality characteristic
of Wellesley freshmen generally. For
the classes down through the ages have
remarkable propensity to favor
The
her suitor, Rod La Rocque, is
king to persuade her to man
the ; the ;
merits. One can c
the American parent has specified ideas
daughter's college career.
FOCUSSED ON THE SCREEN
Today, tomorrow, and Saturday the
Community Playhouse is presenting an
unusually fine double-feature bill. One
of the pictures is One Romantic Night,
based on Ferenc Molnar's The Sioan.
Lillian Gish plays the part of Alex-






go toward making this an entertaining
picture. Others in the cast are Conrad
Nagel, Marie Dressier, and O. P. Heggle.
The second picture is a talking version
of Joseph Hergesheimer's Tol'able
David. The part of David, who proves
himself to be a man by his courageous
opposit'on to the town bullies, is played
by Richard Cromwell. Noah Bevry is
Luke, who provides the opportunity for
David to prove his worth.
Next Monday, Tuesday, and Wednes-
day will bring Jack London's The Sea
Wolf, with Milton Sills, Jane Keith,
and Raymond Hackett in the leading
roles. The action of the play revolves
about a trio: Wolf, the harsh and
seasoned sea captain, whose brutal
force is amazing; the young man whom
he shanghaies; and the girl he loves.
but who loves Allen. The second pic-
ture on this bill will be Rube Goldberg's
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Relaxation - Recreation
and new energy for the coming semester.
The Northfield
East Northfield, Mass.
Tol.o^anrni.'. Skiinu. Stum shm-iim, Coasting, Sk-iuhini;
Winter Picnics on Wooded Mountain Trails.
ATTRACTIVE RATES FOR HOUSE PARTIES
during examination week or other recess periods.
the
i tree to be planted by
permanent reminder of
Harvard—or, to speak strict truth,
the Lampoon—again finds itself in the
public eye. The famous Cambridge
scrubwomen, are planning to sue the
magazine in answer to a cartoon which
appeared in the Midyears Issue of the
Lampoon and which depicted ten or
twelve scrubwomen "indulging in a
Christmas orgy on the back wages
paid them by a self-appointed group
of Harvard alumni." And nobody
knows where this long-waged war on
the scrubwomen question will end.
A few days ago Dr. Nicholas Mur-
ray Butler, president of Columbia Uni-
versity, made to a gathering of Bar-
nard Alumnae the startling statement
that there were only eight real uni-
versities in the nation. Dr. Butler
expressed on the subject of h
education, colleges and univer:
than on any others, except perhaps the
tariff and war debts. He urged the
quisition of a clear definiticn of
University—and expressed his opinion
that the term should not be applied
to the hundreds of pseudo-colleges
but only to the institutions which dea:
in graduate training. Dr. Butler also
deplored the merging of liberal educa-
tion and specialized courses. The ob-
ject of the American college, he said
had always been to provide the funda.
mentals of a liberal education, and h<
hoped that this ideal would be pre
thought that Dr. Alfaro's government
will be recognized. The fact remains,
however, that President Arosemena's
resignation can hardly be termed vol-
untary, as Dr. Alfaro asserts that it
was. The United States has this year
already recognized three revolutionary
governments which have come into
:e of arms, those of Ar-
a, and Peru. In the case
issue was evaded by pro-
new government a con-
tinuation of the old. To add a fifth
government to the list of those thus
recognized makes more glaring the in-
consistency of this policy with the
followed in Central America, and
both political and ethical reasons
the feeling in Latin America must be
taken into consideration. An Ecuador
paper is quoted as saying: "This atti-
of the United States Government
may mean a decision not to interfere
again in the internal affairs of Latin-
ican nations, or perhaps it had a




There are rumors of unrest in Costa
Rica and San Salvador
other Latin -American
pression being an important factor.
appears that the State Department <
have to step carefully for some time
TEA DANCE
By the Juniors for the
AFTER THE COMP. EXAM
Thursday, January 29
Tower Court
"32, '34 All come












Wellesley Shop 50 Central St.
Dresses with almost as many





If you need a new sports dress—
smartly new, two-piece, two-tone,
ight and dark.
If you need a new skirt—these
skirts with their bodice tops have
flat side or front kick pleats.
If you need a new blouse—in these
five styles, there are five different
intriguing blouses.
// you want a thrill in color—how
about yellow or turquoise with
brown or black, rose with black,




ERRY has received a blow to his
already depressed spirits. Through
the tensities of
period he has comforted himself
the thought of a long week-end f
Thursday to Sunday in which to
He was somewhat disturbed
Senior say that
over the second Monday. When the
Senior went on, however, to say that
this would make an excellent oppor-
tunity to study for her General. Perry
was crushed. Should he. perhaps, write
that paper for the following week? He
is cursing the suggestibility of his soul.
MANDATES were the subject of a
somewhat weighty discussion held
by members of the Liberal Club at
Agora last Friday night. Ever since
those misty days of Perry's prep school
past he has wondered about mandates.
They are a type of government, he
has discovered, but in spite of his en-
lightenment he remains impressed.
•"THREE students bent on relaxation
\Vi,i; \
mind by wandering in to find Professor
Campbell of the Art Department lec-
turing on the excavations at Corinth.
Perry was impressed with the many
details which an excavation incurs and
particularly the number of people that
are required to survey, dig ditches, sift
the dirt, and classify the finds. In spite
of Mr. Campbell's statement that it
was monotonous and back-breaking
work it seemed to the Pressman that
he would cheerfully sit in a broiling
sun and direct swarthy Greeks with
picks and shovels if he were sure of
mosaics, vases and jew-
Corinth. Perry also learned that on
the day when a gold necklace was dug
up. a boat load of tourists arrived,
among whom was a Wellesley student
who immediately risked the effects of
the ancient dirt of Greece and helped
in the exhumation. Our wandering re-
porter experienced at this point a glow
of smug complacency.
p LASSES are being held in the new
V^ wing of Pounders in spite of various
muffled poundings and the presence of
long strips of cloth on he new cement
fioor. Classes which were held in the
old Ad building spenl last week ac-
climating themselves to a new habitat.
One Spanish lecture wa s somewhat dis-
oor was flung
open and a member of he Spanish de-
partment rushed in wit i every evidence
of the fact that a crisis had arisen. It
seems that in the process of moving
the paraphernalia ha d become dis-
turbed and it was four d that the Cid
no longer fitted into the top drawer
of the filing cabinet. rhe matter was
arranged and the class resumed its
work with ordinary placidity.




dents with some apprehension sat down
wondering whether it were a Father or
possibly a Trustee. Nothing was said.
Finally after a long pause the stranger
spoke. "Pardon me," said he with ex-
treme dignity, "I may have made a mis-
take but isn't this the office of the
president?" Upon being informed he
quietly opened the door and rushed out
into the night.
I AST Friday witnessed a Lecture on
Lj Spain by Senorita Fano in the Art
Library. Perry went and sat in the
dark while the speaker explained
lantern slides of Spanish cities—in
Spanish. In thoughtful vein after-
wards he decided that Spain was a
1 Slowly the old c
changeth in order
come into her own. Even
Wellesley square the day
Fruit Company and the Wellesley Fruit
Company has passed. Their Proprie-
tors, two Hellenic gentlemen, have real-
ized the futility of combatting moderr
methods and have amalgamated. Fear-
ful of corrupting the world with ont
good custom they are at present sell-




ley she learns rapidly enough to find
her way from Davis's to the Hole, from
EUot to the Library, and from Foun-
ders to Alumnae, She teaches herself
the shortest path
later, she knows most of the
of the campus and
the Vill. Curiosity, as becomes a fresh-
man, leads her to explore also the in-
Noanett residents may get lost in
Eliot, but trust them, for example, to
know the best position for a bicycle in
the basement of Noanett. Eventually,
through either curiosity or Thanks-
giving necessity, she will poke an in-
quiring nose into the kitchen. Which
Washington, of course, is to the Vil-
lage what Tower is to the campus.
Acknowledged center of freshman ac-
tivities, it occupies the handsomest site
and is itself the stateliest residence off
campus. It was built some forty years
ago, and its kitchen, once meant to
provide dinners for a private family,
now feeds eighty Wellesley freshmen
three times a day. Roomy as they
ington's culinary quarters are stretched
to their utmost efficiency to provide for
the ninety-seven persons it actually
supplies with breakfasts, lunches, and
dinners. It boasts no shining electric
equipment; since Wellesley never knows
just when she may move her fresh-
men out of the Vill, she does not set
up
But to find a dishwasher that
ALUMNAE NOTES
Payne, Harvard Law, "26.
'27 Mildred J. Bernstein to Mr. Har-
old Strauss, Harvard, '28.
'27 Lydia R. Webber to Mr. George
Marshall Rogers, Gorham Normal
School. '24.
'27 Maida L. Randall to Mr. Dren-
nan J. Slater, Dartmouth, '25.
Ex-'28 Janet Hoch to Mr. Gerald
Harrison, Sheffield Scientific School at
Yale. '20.
•29 Kathryn D. Albin to Dr. Albert
Hodgman, Princeton University and
Harvard Medical School.
29 Marie McLean Eckhardt to Mr.
George H. Conklin, Yale. '27.
'29 Helen A. Winslow to Mr. Roger
B. Ray. Bowdoin, '29.
'30 Winifred C. Scarlett to Mr. Fred-
erick Le Baron Robinson, University of
New Hampshire, '27.
MARRIAGES
'23 Emma M. Wilder to Mr. James
F. Clemenger, University of North Car-
technic Institute.







DR. PAUL E. EVERETT
OSTEOPATHY
PHYSIOTHERAPY
HOURS: 2:30 P. M. to 5:00 P. M.
Waban Block Tel. Wei. 0300-W
just
LAST Friday a supper was given at
Agora by Jane Link for those stu-
dents who commute to Wellesley each
day. Consumed with usual
a second cup of coffee £
7:45 might make a nic
THE Pressman is biting his
finger nails in nervous anticipation
of Tradition Night. He is planning to
go early, sit in the front row and eat
his supper from an unaesthetic but
sturdy shoe-box. For three years he
has waited for this and not even a be-
low zero temperature can deter him
from his purpose. He has heard that
the faculty are planning many things
—all to be carried out with delicacy and
sublety. In the meantime Perry is
Hon of January winds,
TO the Wellesley Club in New York
last week went President Pendle-
ton. Virginia Chapman and Elizabeth
Granger. Perry saw them at the sta-
tion and recognized an official atmos-
phere in their manner, a purposeful
j are st
gleam in their eye. He discovered later one ft
that they went to talk. Miss Chapman one f
spoke about the changes in College great
Government rules and Miss Granger
| tion £
discussed the attitude of the student : drawal of any supplies,
body toward the Generals. i To settle an old question—Tower
THE members of the class in eight- Severance do eat exactly the same f
eenth century literature had the unless something somehow fails t<
rare experience last Saturday of hearing
Professor Chauncey Tinker of Yale
to wander down into the Tower-Sever-
ance labyrinth of kitchen, providing
that you con make your way past the
well-guarded entrances. Largest, if
not newest, of the campus cooking de-
partments, the maze of pantries, bake-
shops, and kitchen proper that serve
these two houses feed 450 students,
faculty, and guests every noon, and 360
on an average night. A force of 49
employees is required for the kitchen,
Severance dining-room, main Tower
dining-room, and official Tower dining-
room. Six of them are cooks. Here
everything is electrically efficient; two
huge Edison coffee containers hold
twelve gallons all told; an Edison toast-
er turns out the well-browned slices
with monotonous regularity.
Supplies for the two halls are bought
on Thursday for the entire week, and
ored in a series of supply-rooms,
or canned goods, one for groceries,
or fruits and vegetables, and a
ir the meats. Requisi-
DR. DWIGHT R. CLEMENT
Dentists
DR. COPELAND MERRILL
Wellesley Sq. Phone 1901-190
DR. STANLEY E. HALL
DENTIST
Waban Block Wellesley Sq.
Tel. Wei. 0566-W
Dr. F. Wilbur Mottley, M. A.
DENTIST




around. Claflin, which is not com
ed to Tower so far as culinary
ters are concerned,
PERRY was greatly entertained at
Z. A. last Monday, by observing the
Maids' Vaudeville. Being a clumsy I
creature he particularly enjoys lithe-
ness in others and consequently en-
.
joyed Virginia Chapman and Louise
Conway in a re-presentation of the
dance which they gave
Vaudeville.
6jv«i ±-erry a yearning tor warm seas,
soft breezes and an island where he
can pick bananas and coconuts in-
discriminately. To aggravate his mood
Katherine Sater and Elizabeth Cush-
man gave a tea in Agora last week for
all those interested in a European trip.
Jt was too much. Perry returned to
h's room, and seized his Panama hat
^th determination. Upon second
thought, and after a sad reverie in
which many things were considered, he
changed his mind and went down to
[air is warm—why not skate? Imagine!
' the non-Wellesley villagers tramping to :
I our lake, and the Tower-Severance-
Claflinites not even trying out the ice.
SMALL boys on bicycles have been
making the lives of apprehensive
Wellesleyites miserable lately by skim-






( Jor Women/ )
side. It Is a feat which verges on the
painfully spectacular and which causes
weird tracks on the snow. One has a
picture of vast armies of reptiles wend-
ing their way along the frozen surface
of Lake Waban. Altogether it is a bit
""'"'
Perry the Pressman
29 East 29th St.
30 East 30th St.
NEW YORK CITY
T-WE Ideal Residence for Th
J- Coming to Town for Sh
= Theatres or to En
the Mai
Offered in New Yotk.
DAILY RATES—NONE HIGHER
Rooms with Running Water
For Two —
Rooms with Private Bath
For One — »2.50










The Angora Kid, weighing
in at exactly ten diminu-
tive ounces—belt and pin-
tucks included—is one of
our newest contributions
to the enthusiastic delight
of the feminine sports-
world !
His fans extend all the way from the windswept paths of
the Boston Common to the white caps just off the coast of
Florida ... for the Angora Kid is a knockout, no matter
what the thermometer reads. To brush your cheek
against his soft shoulder, or to scrunch him into a small
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The Chief Justice of the Supreme
Court of the Weliesley College Govern-
ment Association, familiarly known, in
the terms of the recently abandoned
system, as Chairman of "Judish," has
stated in this week's News her opinion
of the method initiated last spring.
College Government's reasons for pre-
ferring the new system seem to resolve
themselves into one principal advan-
tage: the greater facility with which
the present machinery functions. The
old Judiciary was an unwieldy insti-
tution, throwing too heavy a respon-
sibility on the shoulders of a few peo-
ple, demanding a disproportionate
amount of labor and an unnecessary
tangle of red tape for the consider-
ation of minor cases. The innovation,
while it may seem to complicate the
machine by creating new offices and
new responsibilities, has proved itself
::,<.- <:> :
_ Km :.>: h;,n
confusing the disciplinary process.
The probability that students possess-
ing more experience in judicial work
would belong to the superior body, and
therefore have jurisdiction over only
a few cases, made the outcome of the
change appear dubious when it was first
proposed. One is always skeptical
about a scheme which demands for its
success the discovery of more than a
few really capable undergraduates—
and the task of student discipline is
certainly the most difficult one that
confronts collegiate activities. That
the system has succeeded, even in part,
is an encouraging indication that some
active and efficient interest in the
workings of the college community
must exist, that the College Govern-
ment Association is guiding us wisely
j




the ideals of the makers i




Is Free Speech to be rejected? Is
this fundamental principle of our Re-
public, of our Democratic Government,
to be discarded because that Govern-
ment fears the power of a foreign
government founded only a few years
ago, still insecure, and completely un-
tion which is immediately raised by a
reading of the report submitted to the
House of Representatives by the Pish
Committee after its fourteen months'
investigation of the aims and methods
of the Communist Party in the United
Asserting that the Communists have
a highly organized group in this
overthrow of our Constitution
by speech but also by definite
of force and violence, and that it plans
gration laws, forbidding naturalization
of a Communist, and cancellation of
his citizenship. They also deny re-
entry into the United States of any
alien who has been adopting Commu-
nistic doctrines, and encourage prevent-
ing of distribution of Communistic in-
by amending post-office and
:ommerce laws. They recom-
mend prosecution of Communists for the
spreading of false rumors to cause runs
on banks, elimination of the use of
secret codes with governments with
which the United States has no diplo-
matic relations, investigation of the
Communist use of convict and of forced
or indentured labor, and an embargo
on the importation of manganese from
Soviet Russia. And finally the Com-
munist party of the United States,
section of the Communist International,
should be denied recognition as a
political entity.
That some of these recommendations
are advisable is possible. But that the
first few could be seriously suggested
in a country wjiich boasts that it grants
freedom to all is decidedly paradoxical.
If they are accepted, the American
take notice; if once Free Speech is even
partially denied, their rights will be
immediately and irreparably en-
dangered.
Books to the st
she may 1
what the instructor considers the good
and what the bad points. Such a quiz
forms an invaluable source of material
when one reviews for an examination,
representing as it does one's most con-
centrated thinking and writing on what
are considered the most important
phases of the work. For the same rea-
deemed necessary we believe exami-
nation books should be handed back to
their authors. Granted that many will
What? Adonais to prick up his ears
No and to howl plaintively at the
El unheeding moon has reached
Table? the editorial ears as well; and
puppy's we hasten to hope that our
auditory sense has deceived us. Or can
it really be that the El table is to be
abandoned, to go down in the dust of
defeat as a relic of bygone days, to
appear once a year or so along with
anecdotes of old College Hall and the
that used to be? The El
the El table was named is
since; but that that sacred
lid disappear—or
be shoved ignominiously into the Lost
and Found Room in the basement of
Founders— is beyond the range of even
our pessimistic, pre-exam imagination.
A little between-class nourishment has
always come as a blessing in the middle
of a four-period morning; and it was
so convenient to have the ticKet-sell-
ing, officer-voting counter on the way
to everywhere. Pray, sister El Table
frequenters, for a beautiful new home






must be signed with t)
of the author. Initials
will be used if the writ
The
cation consult hist year's Cnanman ol
Production.)
c. The mild sale of operetta tick-
ets, the lukewarm News write-up of
operetta, the verbal criticisms heard
about campus, contradict the other en-
thusiastic statement that "Operetta has
always been the most popular of Barn's
presentations." Remembering some of
the caustic and well-justified comments
made on operettas of the past, and
caring a great deal about the popu-
larity of Barn, we should hate to think
:om the Free Press let-
1933, this
of Gilbert and Su
lity in the college.'
RUMOR HATH IT
(With Profuse Apologies to
ligned Administration Should i
Prove False)




any people last year complained of
>t hearing; if you will realize that
any of the girls with the best voices
mnot or will nov give their time to
operetta; if you will recall
that the two leading stars of last year's
operetta have left college—perhaps
you will become more of a Doubting
Thomas yourself. Perhaps we have
great musical ability in the college. If
reticent in displaying itself.
e. Finally, if there is musical tal-
ent in the college, if the college loants
operetta as much as one member of
the college seems to think Weliesley
does, if the time can be arranged
—
Barnswallows is not
to do it. Operetta calls for musi
acting, ability; it has nothing





Our elegiac utterance, ye peoples, hear
Of oblivion after glory,
How they slew traditions hoary
With a ruthless resolution, with a death-
blow grim and gory.
;hem happen to bi
ip to an organiz:
lege Glee Club an
operetta as a rr
they
gain, the fact remains that
for the general exami-
nation would be somewhat easier and
more intelligent if one had access to the
books in which is contained the max-
imum of one's information on what the
examiner considers the most important
material of the semester. The books
could be made accessible on the day
after marks come out. Those who
want them might take them while the
WeUcslcii College News:
at loyal supporter of operetta
possibility of operetta
being eliminated this year, we wish not
only to state definitely that there will
be no operetta, but also to explain the
li'led jr.
preference to Springhave operetta
Informals. B
mains—THERE WILL BE J




There's a whisper over Waban, that
the first audacious robin
Will now find no scattered cracker
crumbs to peck,
That the apples will be vanished, and
the Nestle bars be banished,
And the chicken pies and peppermints
no counters now will deck,
And the Milky Ways and butterscotch
will perish in the wreck,
And the Hydrox and the fudges
Will no more relieve the trudges
Of academic drudges
Who were connoisseurs of cookies and
confectionery judges.
Join our catastrophic curses—though
it's money in our purses,
To our inner lives it's tragedy com-
on fudgeless German,
artll
This fall Barnswauows was informed To the Weliesley College News:
by the Social Schedule Committee that There is in the Grey Book
one event would have to be dropped stating the fact that a girl may not I of P™
from the spring calendar. After a enter a man's dormitory unchaperoned.
Barn Board meeting, consisting of the To a college girl, independent and ini-
Heads of the Committees, it was voted i tiated into uncloistered ways of living,
to eliminate Operetta rather than , the rule seems passe. When a girl
Spring Informals for the following ; is asked to see Vanderbilt Hall because
reasons: a man is proud of his quarters, and
1. Spring Informals offer the oppor- wants to show them off, the girl must
tunity for the three underclasses to refuse to go in because of the afore-
display dramatic ability. (The seniors mentioned rule. When after a football
are rather involved with Divisionals I game on any cold afternoon a boy plans
by the time of production.) Spring to have tea in his rooms in Massach
Informals offer not only the opportu-
nity of acting (granted to the enthu-
siastic Freshmen only one other time
during the year), but also the chance
active part in managing the production
end: scenery, lighting, costumes, make-
up, properties, etc. Furthermore, In-
formals offer three girls the opportu-
nity to prove their ability as dramatic
coaches. The individual successes or
failures in these three plays in the act-
ing, coaching and production give
Barnswallows a knowledge of those
girls who will be most competent or
most incompetent to carry on the work
the following year. (It would be ad-
vantageous for the college to remem-
ber this when they come to All-Col-
lege voting for Barn offices in the
2. Operetta has the following points
in its disfavor:
a. It is a distinctly expensive
proposition for Barn to undertake : cost
of outside coaching, properties, fancy
costumes and wigs for a large chorus,
etc. And though we hate to contra-
dict, operetta last year did not "run
two nights to well-filled houses." (For
verification consult the present Busi-
ness Manager.)
b. Operetta is a distinctly diffi-
cult as well as expensive proposition to
coach. It is necessarily composed of a
large cast, and scheduling of rehear-
difflcult. (For verlfi-
setts Hall to entertain his friends with-
out having to spend money, energy
and time by having to tea dance ir.
a public place, a Weliesley girl cannol
honorably accept since her college pro-
hibits it by rule. The inference of the
rule now is that the girl is immoral i:
she enters a man's rooms, wherea;
what the girl is deprived of is an op-
portunity for natural contact ant
friendship.
If the rule is intended to uphold re-
strained conventionality, by a nine^
teenth century diffidence of liberal re-
for it is surely broken by
many of the most well-meaning col-
lege girls.
mitories, the dormitories have their
own rules which firmly say so. We ask
Senate if the rule which now seems
to us to be completely out of date may











B. Vacation: Much good cheer
C. Examination: Feelings queer
D. Probation—Rest of year
Sophomore
A. Determination first semester
1. Reading and Speaking—"mi,





B. Relaxation: No i
IV. Senior
B. Vacation: Much good cheer
1. What the answer, yes or n
2. Decide—engaged to Joe
C. Examination: Feelings queer
D. Damnation! Ends career
2. Downcast eyes and feeli
B. Vacation: Rest of life




PLYMOUTH—The First Mrs. Fraser
SHUBERT—A Wonderful Night
TREMONT—A Month in the Country
WILBUR—June Moon
A WONDERFUL NIGHT
Its title altered for house-filling pur
poses, and its lines and lyrics gener-
ally modernized, Die Fledcrmaus i:
playing at the Shubert under the nami
of A Wonderful Night. The music is
of course, thoroughly delightful; thf
production is charming, though ragged
and the cast is, on the whole, satisfac-
The production is especially re-
nowned for the use of the revolving
stage. Particularly entrancing i:
slice of revolving
completely finished bou
n a tormenter i
slipped into its place at the side. One
is uncomfortably conscious, howev
the badly sawed edges of beaver-1
protruding at various angles; the whole
production has, in fact, the ear-marks
of a New York hit somewhat sloppily
shoved off into a corner for a run in
Boston. The chorus is conspicuously
lacking in youth, grace, or beauty, al-
though the ballet gives an admirable
performance. The costuming is often
delightful, but sadly inconsistent.
In the cast Greta Alpeter is outstand-
ing as the ingenuous comedienne. Ar-
chie Leach as Max Gruenewald plays
the typical charming operetta hero
typic
I from some of her yet unpublished D0 FACULTY ADVISERS
ns. These turned away from "--'
things to the theme of New
I and the New Englander.
linde is a leading lady of just about av-
erage ability.
Altogether, the production is enter-
taining enough, with a few tricks to
enliven it; and the delight of hearing
the familiar Fledermaus music makes
A Wonderful Night decidedly worth a
trip to Boston.
CAMPUS CRITIC
In Billings Hall last Wednesday
evening, a thoroughly enjoyable and
interesting program of violin sonatas
was presented by Miss Jean Wilder and
Mr. Jacques Hoffman, both well-known
members of the Department of Music.
The concert was marked for the per-
fect ensemble of the performers as well
av i lie artistic and intelligent
The Beethoven Sonata, Op.
major, which has some very
passages, Miss Wilder !
Mr.-.. Fl:inclns' in si group of poetry
gave a glimpse of the Vermont land-
scape in all its seasons. The poems,
though not notable for music of sound,
were made lovely by deft phrasing. A
glimpse of the forest in winter with the
pines rising in "contrapuntal beauty"
was truly lovely. Hay-mowing and
simple snatches of beauty of nature
sunsets and clear scenes were tinged
with a deep charm, Perhaps the most
musical poem of all was one entitled
The Wind. The wind's sweep in all
its varying strength was made tangi-
ble both by the rhythm and the words
of the poem.
Her next group, although not so
delicate nor so appreciatively conceived,
held interest by their individuality. She
ailed them News Iteins; they are
poems sympathetically woven around
paragraphs which might appear or
appeared in the daily papers. Mrs.
Flanders has certainly very completely
;ved her aim in these. On the
hand she makes vivid and real
1 suffering, and on the other she
brings to life figures gay and sombre
which fit easily into the background
lich her first group of poems called
In conclusion, Mrs. Flanders read
Even in a period which is remarkable
for production marked by a whimsical
understanding of child emotion, these
delightful; we should like to wander
forever through the paths of Nana's
J. M. W., '32
s in Roman comedy in
d in presenting last Mon-
Andria derived as much
preciative audience, then the effort was
well worth while. The classical one-
act comedy, adopted for Roman ears
by Terence from the Greek Menander,
supposedly takes place in Athens. Many
times translated into English, it has
probably never before received such
striking embellishment as the student
give it. Remarks
tooting down to the Forum,"
i "the old man," "I'm a
You give me a pain," add-
HELP FRESHMEN?
the
Page 1, Col. 5>
II is valuable lor lirshimn *vln
in the village to make such con
since they do not have the o
tunities for them which life ir
rumpus houses provides. The s;
could be improved if there were
time for it on both sides.
Miss Fetter, Department of Reading
and Speaking: I think it is a good pi:
Students I have asked seem to like the
than others. I think
of the faculty who are
very busy or have little facility for en-
tertainment in their living arrange-
ments have a lot of trouble in making
any kind of permanent contact.
Sheila Burton, '31: The ideal behind
the plan is splendid, but it is not
always carried out. It depends on the
interest shown by the adviser. As
can be made of the relation as
willing to put in to it. There is
le really to cultivate it. When









Vill Junior, the He
Dean of Freshmen :
ed a highly realistic touch. The play
elements:
Glycerium, a courtesan fro n Andros,
now living in Athens, has be n seduced
sy Pamphilus and has re
promise to marry her. His father, Simo,
has already arranged a mateh for him
vith Philumena, daughter of
on discovering his intrigue, Simo still
pretends that the marriage will take
place, hoping to discover his son's real
sentiments. Acting on the advice of
Davus, Pamphilus raises no objection.
Chremes, however, refuses t 3 give his
people in depart
light
Mar u Elizabeth Wheeler, '32: The
present system does not solve the prob-
lem. It is an obligation seldom carried
further than the first teas. One is
likely to make one's own friends among
the faculty anyway, and to go to them
for advice. That sort of thing is
natural and can't be directed.
Margaret Atwood, '33: By the present
plan one makes valued contacts that
might not otherwise be so close, but
most girls find other friends among
the faculty and go to them when they
Eleanor Wilcox, '34: It depends upon
the personality and the need of the
girl whether her relations with her ad-
viser are close. Not many are inclined




l'Jvrnin^s at 7::',il, Matinees on
linn., Weil., and Sat. at 2:30
Thurs., Fri., and Sat.
"Tol'able David"
First Fri. and Sat.
with Riehapl Cromwell, Joan
I'eeis and Nnah Beery also
"One Romantic Night"
WABAN LODGE
is at 11 Waban SI re
Conrad Nagel and
Marie Dressier
An Aesop's Fable Fox
Week of January 26
Mon., Tues., and Wed.
Jack London's
"The Sea Wolf"
First Tues. and Wed.
with Milton Sills, Jane Keith
and Raymond Hackett
also Rube Goldberg's
"Soup to Nuts" First Mon.
with Toil llealy, Frances MeCov
ami Stanley Smith
A Sportlight Pathe News
Thurs., Fr., anrfsal
"Sin Takes A Holiday"
also "Remote Control"



















intanglement. The opportune visit
which was particularly piquant and de- | of Crito discloses that Glycerium is 2
lightful was the humorous little long-lost daughter of Chremes, whe
Scherzo. Charming also was the quaint gladly accepts Pamphilus as son-in-
Rondo the pizzicato chords and rapid , law. He gives his other daughter. Philu-
passages of which were played withjmena, to Charinus, who has been ir
facility and ease by Mr. Hoffman.
A FAVORED STORE!






The prices for all our
^vnc- rally lowur than
eisewinere. Service is invariably
WELLESLEY FRUIT CO.
Wel. Square Tel. Wei. 0138 or 39
The rich, expressive Adagio from the
Brahms Sonata Op. 108 was beautifully
done, but the outstanding event of the
evening was the Franck. In this mag-
nificent sonata. Miss Wilder and Mr.
Hoffman both outdid themselves in
every way. Above all they caught the
unearthly and mysterious spirit of the
work to a remarkable degree, and left
with the enthusiastic and appreciative
audience something to be long remem-
MRS. HELEN H. FLANDERS
On Sunday, January 24, Mrs. Helen
Hartness Flanders entertained an ap-
preciative group by the reading of some
of her poetry at Hathaway House. A
native of Vermont, Mrs. Flanders has
so far drily appeared before the public
as the author of Looking Out Of Jimmie,
Sunday afternoon
The realization that it was not the
aim of the class to present a beautifully
finished or histrionically perfect per-
formance removes the most onerous
part of the critic's task. We might say
that Jane Sargent, as Simo, seemed to
take her part more seriously than did
some of the others, and did s
creditable work. Sally Jaeger
inter-
t rather spoiled it by
pletely to forget her-
IT™
self and enter into
was playing. Of the minor characters
Charinus and Chremes. played by Eliza-
beth Vermillion and Lillian Hull, de- '
[|
serve mention. Certainly the outstand-
|
ing success of the evening was Eldonna
Jackson in the character of the intri-
guing slave, Davus. The performancE
point of view of providing a very en-
tertaining evening was a huge success
Due credit should be given to Jeanett!




Our new plant is equipped to I
everything from a calling card to book
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as unusual as it is
smart!
j
A 46-inch rope of tiny
daisies, made of tiny
beads . . . all-white, all-
pastel, or two-tones to-
gether ... as dainty and
charming as it sounds!
Wear it single or twisted
about your neck . • . to
pick up the color of your
prints ... to accent dark
frocks or to match light
ones because it is femi-






Cakes and Ale: or The Skeleton ir,
the Cupboard. W. Somerset Maugham
Doubleday Doran and Company, Gar-
City, Voil; 1D3U
The title, Cakes and Ale, has a state-
ly English heartiness, while the sub-
title, The Skeleton in the Cupboard,
suggests burlesque. In entirety the
name smacks of Edwin Lear and the
limerick. Patently the implication is
ridiculous; yet there is in this latest
novel of Somerset Maugham the same
compactness of thought that
limerick. The author has a pungent
way of saying much in few \
his style does not suffer thereby. The
fragment, the dash, the stark ur
nished simple sentence, all devices
give an illusion of pith, were
majesty in the atmosphere of tea-
leisure that pervades the book.
It is a novel for the hour after a party
when the guests, with their f
deft hypocrisies, have departed, and
one is ready, relieved from th
of polite social intercours'
pleasant book and solitude,
much aware of man's idiosyncrasies
and gently derisive of them. It is an
antidote for the cynical "after the ball
Willie Ashenden, who tells the story,
though not until after he has attained
the dignity of grey hairs and lost the
obnoxious nickname, "Willie," is a per-
spicacious gentleman. The scales have
fallen from his eyes, and he is so
charmingly candid about revealing his
own youthful snobbery along with the
priggishness of gentry in the last
generation and the petty politics of
would-be social lions, that he and the
reader quickly become friends for life.
He begins in an essay mood which
appears time and again throughout the
book. He is never ruthless. He does
not take the melodramatic attitude of
"Lo, I shall reveal the true story of
Edward Driffield, the so-called 'grand
old man of English letters'." The en-
lightenment he offers more tactfully,
almost casually, even, as if he wishes
to break the news diplomatically to
worshipers of the demigod. He permits
himself—and the reader—a pleasantly
restrained laugh at the hypocrisies
which "made" Edward Driffield, and
which finally entoiled him so that the
man was lost beneath the artificial but
extremely appropriate mask imposed
upon him.
He also allows a gesture of approval,
likewise pleasantly restrained, for sin-
cerity, in the person of Driffield's first




the family; Baron Adrian, whose
longing for a son made him hate his
daughters; Karl Arthur, the idealistic
ister who never really loved anyone;
these and a score of others enrich the
X"et they are not a collection of
idies. They live through events so
ried, so startling, so romantic, so
tragic, that the feeling of high adven-
ture prevails. The final word brings
sudden relaxation, a re-




skeleton in the cupboard of the house
of cards vicariously constructed about
the "great old man" by his friends and
the second Mrs. Driffield. But she is
the only person in the book who was
never affected by "what the public
wants." Mr. Ashenden outgrew the
failing, along with his adolescent snob-
bishness; but Edward Driffield was the
victim of it, offered by the rest in their
fetishism. Rosie never catered to pub-
lic opinion; she never kowtowed. She
was her own artless self, and the in-
spiration of Edward Driffield's best
work. Unconventional as it sounds,
she is so completely the heroine that
the book might be retitled, The
Skeleton in the Cupboard, or Cakes
and Ale.
S- in;. i Uiu.ii-t-toi '.'•. uilug-y, The General'
Ring, Charlotte Lowenskold, and Ann,
Sv'ard, appears under the title, Th
Ring of the Lbwenskblds, as the Liter
ary Guild selection for January. Th
imposing sum total of 800 pages may
not be a recommendation to the public
at least it was not detrimental to the
value of the book.
The powerful impetus furnished by
The General's Ring sends one hurtling
through the vicissitudes of the
Lowenskold and Ekenstedt families,
through the adversities of the unique-
ly charming Charlotte Lowensk&Id,
through the calamitous caree
the mistakenly righteous-minded Karl
Arthur, to a final chapter in which the
curse on the family is revealed
overborne. The flight is breath-taking
and strenuous, but tremendously i
ing.
Technically speaking, the wo:
good. Careful motivation, pertinent
reference, and, above all, the great
mysterious problem of the family suf-
fering weld the three parts together.
Each is sufficient unto itself; yet the
whole is as strongly organized
armoured in aes triplex.
The whole saca i.s directly and ci
recounted. One does not find
lamentable confusion that so
stamps the family chronicle. £
Lagerlof threads the labyrinth of i
and relationships so confidently
one follows without faltering, almost
without being conscious of the maze.
Description is incidental. The char-
acters speak for themselves. They are
rational, human, good, and bad. There
is no slovenly, half-hearted drawing;
a character, once presented, is unfor-
gettable.
The variety displayed in character-
ization, too, is refreshing. In Anna
Svard. the Dalar peasant girl, with her









up in their district,
the average of twice a m
ly one group.
Cases are handled as quickly as pos-
sible and the smaller courts are easier
call together. The student is spared
j suspense of waiting for her case
be tried, and the penalty is much
ire effective because it is prompt.
The the
House Presidents and Village Juniors
the advantage of seeing problems
ner houses, of exchanging expe-
s, and, most of all, of feeling them-
a vital part in the machinery
of College Government. In this way
they work together as a group rather
This system has the added advantage
! making penalties more consistent
id in general makes the whole Ju-
Another point, and perhaps the great-
it in its favor, is that the students
brought up before the District Courts
spared the ordeal of appearing be-
a large formal body composed of
faculty and students as they had to do
the past when such cases were
brought up befor Judiciary.
Although the above statement is
made after but a semester's trial we
feel that the ne\v system of Judiciary
meets the needs of the college more
effectively than the old. Yet we ac-
knowledge that 1 is not perfect and we
welcome any suggestions that will help
GRADUATES PUBLISH
BOOKS ON RESEARCH
The accomplishments of Wellesley
graduates in innumerable vocational
fields is always interesting to those
who have not yet departed from Alma
Mater's portals. Two books, reviewed
in the Alumnae Magazine for Decem-
ber, have recently been published con-
cerning special fields of research
Miss Helen Woodruff of the Class of
1922, who is at present a Fellow of the
Archaeological Institute in Mediaeval
and Renaissance Archaeology, has un-
dertaken a study of The Illustrated
Manuscripts of Prudentius (Harvard:
University Press, London: Milford)
.
Although the personality and works of
this fourth-century poet are known to
many, there has been a dearth of in-
formation regarding the illustrations
with which manuscripts of his works
have been adorned. Besides the ac-
count of them published thirty-five
years ago by the late Richard Stettiner,
and a volume of reproductions ten
years later, this subject has been vir-
tually untouched. Miss Woodruff has
limited her study to the illustrations of
the Psychomachia and has tried "to
date and place some of the intermediate
lost archetypes, and to introduce a new
theory regarding the date, origin, and
original." The author
vo groups into which
the manuscripts of the Psychomania
fall and discusses their characteristics.
There are one hundred and forty-two
eh are fascinating even to
students who are not acquainted with
Prudentius, since they are typical of
early mediaeval art.
Nursery School Work
- <-.!ii:: :!: : -. i-:\-
Wellesley graduate is the work of
Miss Adeline Bruce Hill of the Class
A. Columbia, 1924). In col-
with Dr. Dorothy Van
.ss Hill has written Learning
Levels of the Children in the Nursery
with Reference to the Eating
Situation. Several years ago, when the
Laura Spelman Rockefeller Fund was
d, the trustees decided to :
spend a large part of the income in
j
Df intensive study of
j
children below the age of four. The
rapid development of nursery schools
1922 has created conditions
study of this sort. The
Fund has been used to support a pro-
gram of child study in children's clinics
sery schools at such University
as Columbia, Iowa. California
iers. Reports of these institu-
along with physicians' and
psychologists' records, form a whole
j
which presents a complete study of
development. Miss Hill and Dr.
Van Alstyne have taken a cross-section
2w of the information, resulting in
forty-one double-column page report.
As Professor Patty Hill says in her
this book should lead to "a
sympathetic realization of the difflcul-
j which a little child faces"—even
learning to eat his luncheon,—"and
an intelligent direction of the steps




An important addition to the French
collection of the Boston Museum of
Fine Arts was made recently when the
Museum purchased a French cartel
clock of the eighteenth century. It
is a pendulum clock. Of gilt bronze
wrought in a design of natural motifs,
it reflects the fanciful mind of this last
period of decorative arts. A little Chi-
nese boy holding a parasol rests gaily
on top of the clock, around which bold-
ly modeled leaves, riowers, and panels
of fretwork are gracefully interwoven.
The clock is unmarked but similar-
the
Jones Collection at the Victoria and
Albert Museum suggests that it may
have issued from the shop of these
well-known Parisian watch and clock
makers. It will hang in the Regence
Room in the new wing of the Museum.
SPHINX
Don't miss this delightful
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Vow is the time to take advantage
Ivy Bandeaux, garter belts,
girdles, wrap-arounds, and "all-
in-ones" greatly reduced.
Ivy Corset Shop












SMART WOOL ^^ 7C
DRESSES q>lb. /D
Formerly $19.50






The Personnel Bureau anno
that the following scholarships and
fellowships are open to Wellesley grad-
uates for further study in economics
and social research for the year 1931-
1932.
Brown University
Twelve scholarships covering tuition
for study in any department.
Six half-time assistantships between
S750 and $900. Tuition of $150 not in-
cluded. Five of these are reading as-
sistants in connection with specific
Application should be made before
March first.
Bryn Mawr
Twenty graduate scholarships of 5400
for study of any subject.
Robert G. Valentine Scholarship of
$400 for Social Economy and Social Re-
Several Grace H. Dodge Memorial
Scholarships of $400 for Industrial Re-
Holders of scholarships are allowed
to do a small amount of teaching or
other paid work. Applications should
be made by March 1.
Tufts College
Eight Braker Teaching Fellowships
with stipend of $1000 plus tuition. Half
time to teaching and half to graduate
Applications should be
March 1st, addressed to £
partment of Economics an
The Pennsylvania School of Social
and Health Work, 311 South Juniper
Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Fifteen Fellowships in Social Work,
each supplemented by an Interneship in
a specialized agency, covering, in
all, twenty-one months of graduate
training in preparation for specialized
social work. Fellowship stipend of $800
two-year course of study of the school,
and with its accompanying Interneship,
carrying a salary of $1000 during the
second year of study (eleven months)
,
leads to the Preliminary Certificate and
the Vocational Certificate (in a special
field). Special fields are: Family so-
cial case work; social case work with
children; medical social case work; and
psychiatric social work.
Certain additional fellowships, on the
same basis, may become available in
these and other fields.
Application by April 1.
Other scholarships and students' aids
open for public health nursing and so-
- •<; Vnri >'rsiti/ 'Total oi '
appointments)
.
Three assistantships of $900 wit
tuition not included for the study i
One Assistantship of $4000 with
tuition not included for the study of
Economics.
Two Research Assistantships of $650
each plus tuition for the Bureau of
Business Research.
One Junior Research Assistantship
in Public Utilities of $500 plus tuition
in the Institute for Economic Research.
Two Scholarships in Public Utilities
°f $500 plus tuition in the Institute for
Economic Research.
Three Teaching Fellowships of $900
$1000 plus tuition.
Three Teaching Fellowships of $300
§500 each plus tuition.
Pour Graduate Assistantships of $200
each plus tuition.
Two Tuition Scholarships.
Applications to be filed by Mar. 1, with
the Committee on Graduate Studies,
Commerce Building. Evanston, 111.
FURTHER OPPORTUNITIES
The Personnel Bureau also




year. Application form 2600,
which is required, may be secured
from the U. S. Civil Service Com-
mission at Washington, D. C, and
must be on file at that address
not later than February 4, 1931.
The vacancy to be filled is under
the Personnel Classification Board.
The duties of the Research Assist-
ant will be to make studies and
write reports on assigned prob-
lems in the field of personnel
classification and salary standard-
ization as applied to positions in
the Federal Government.
107. Private secretary to the president
of a college in Virginia. The work
involves keeping files and records
and doing stenographic work. Po-
sition must be filled soon.
POSITIONS IN CHINA
There are several positions open on
the faculty and staff of Lingnan Uni-
versity, Canton, China, for the session
beginning next September. The Trus-
tees of the University pay all travel
expenses for teachers and other staff
members, provide satisfactory living ac-
commodations, carry a moderate
amount of insurance together with a
small reserve fund, and furnish with-
out charge medical, dental and ocular
attention. Salary is based upon the
cost of living at Canton, and is suffi-
cient to provide comfortably for all
requirements. Candidates who are in-
terested in the following positions may
further information from the
Personnel Bureau.
English—Four teachers for the College
of Arts and Sciences. It is distinctly
desired that these teachers shall have
pursued post-graduate studies, or
have had considerable experience in
teaching. One of the four should
hold the Ph. D. degree, and should
have specialized in Comparative Lit-
erature.
Education—A teacher of Educational
Psychology. This teacher should hold
the Ph. D. degree. Candidates not
holding this degree, however, but ex-
perienced and otherwise unusually
well qualified will be considered.
Chemistry—A teacher whose special
field would be Organic Chemistry. A
certain amount of post-graduate
work is prerequisite for appointment.
Experience in teaching would be an
added asset.
Biology—Two teachers. One should
have specialized in Vertebrate Zool-
ogy and one in Entomology. Each
should hold at least the degree of
M. A. if not that of Ph. D.
Physical Director—A teacher thorough-
in Physical Education.
Secretary—One thoroughly qualified
stenographer and office secretary.
LECTURE PROGRAM
The Personnel Bureau
schedule for the rest of
years as follows:
Monday, February 16
Vocation Opportunities in Psy-
chology.
Dr. Eleanor A. McC. Gamble, Pro-
fessor of Psychology, Wellesley Col-
T. Z. E. House, 4:40 P. M. Tea
4:15 P. M.
Tuesday, February 17
The Mechanics of Getting a Job.
Miss H. Adele Howe, former Di-
rector of the Employers and Ex-
ecutives Exchange, Boston.
Room 124, Founders Hall, 4:40 P.M.
Wednesday, February 25
Library Work.
Miss June R. Donnelly, Director of
the School of Library Sc




Miss Mary E. Ladd, Wellesley, '27.
Miss Rosamond Barney, Wellesley
'23. Mrs. Stuart W. Miller, Wel-
lesley, '15.
Z. A. House, 4:40 P.M. Tea 4:15 P.M.
Wednesday, March 11 '
Field Trip to the Federal Reserve
Bank of Boston. Register at the
Personnel Bureau by March 9th.
Limited to twenty students.
rrickiy. March 13
Museum Work.
Miss Katherine Coffey, of the New-
ark Museum Staff.




Field Trip to the Home for Little
Wanderers, to illustrate types of So-
cial work with children.
Register at the Personnel Bureau by
Tuesday, March 17
Advertising.
Miss Laurice Moreland, of Batten,
Barton, Durstine and Osborn. Inc.,
of Boston.
A. K. X. House, 4:40 P. M. Tea
4:15 P. M.
Bureau by March 16th.
onday, April 13
Field Trip to Children's Museum of
Boston. Register with the Personnel
Bureau by April 11th.
Thursday, April 23, and Friday, Apr. 24
Group Discussions.
Miss Florence Jackson, Consul-
tant in the Personnel Bureau.
Thursday, April 23.
4:30 P.M. Buying and Selling.
5:15 P.M. Public Health.
Friday, April 24.
4:30 P.M. Personnel Work.
Shakespeare House Tea 4:00 P.M.
Miss Jackson will hold individual
conferences 8:45 A.M.-4:00 P.M.
and 7:30-9:00 P.M. on these two
Make appointments for these confer-
ences at the Personnel Bureau by
April 20th.

















Of particular interest to New York
theatergoers last week was the arrival
in that city of the Greek actress
Marika Cotopouli and her Greek Com-
pany in a presentation of Elektra.
Madame Cotopouli is hailed as the
greatest actress of modern Greece, and
by some as without peer in Europe.
The story of the avenger of Agamem-
non which she has chosen for her
first American appearance is given in
the modern version by Hugo von Hof-
mannsthal. This use of a modern
Greek version instead of an ancient
original has been severely criticized
by dramatic critics of the "purist"
school. According to Madame Coto-
pouli, however, the criticism is un-
grounded. She contends that she is
justified in using the Von Hofmanns-
vividly to the modern mind, with no
particular violence to the classic.
But beyond all caviling, the first
reek visitor to the American stage is
acclaimed by all for her personality
and ability. According to J. Brooks
Atkinson of the Times, she is "a dis-
tinguished artist of remarkable emo-
tional capacities." The production of









Another week of exceptional values in Footwear
All $6.00 shoes marked to $4.95.
All $7.50 shoes marked to $5.65.
All $8.50 shoes marked to $6.95.
Full fashioned, picot top chiffon and service weight hose,










Cock O' The Walk
Telephone Wellesley 0793
Vacation Over—
nbered that week-end hos-





from head to toe to discover
just how much merchandise has
been in stock too long. We
found all sorts of lovely things
.... many of which would es-
pecially appeal to you. We are
marking them ridiculously low
because we must do this to keep
only the newest things. You
will find sweaters and knitted
suits and dresses .... [a verita-
ble killing if you wear small
sizes!] These are reduced so
drastically because handling-
has soiled their collars and
shoulders in many instances,
but they will be so easy to clean.
Charming summer dresses that
might he a worthwhile invest-
ment to make for the summer
ahead. Hats! Smart and in-
triguing affairs on dark colors
.... now at an amazingly low
price. Come in this Saturday
while you are in town. Perhaps
there will be something JUST
Sweaters, formerly $3.00,
now $1.95.
Knitted suits and dresses,
formerly to $25.00, now
$8.50.
Summer dresses, formerly
to $29.50, now $4.95,
$7.50, $9.50.
Hats, formerly to $15, now
$3.85.
J. P. O'Connor Co.
157 Tremont St.
Boston, Mass.





An attack against raoden
tions and a plea for the recognition of
the individual are contained in Our In-
stitutional Habits, an article by Floyd
H. Allport In the January Harper',
magazine. Mr. Allport, professor o
social and political psychology at Syra^
cuse University, inquires whether our
habits are progress or slavery and pro-
ceeds to show that in his mind they
are slavery.
An eminent philosopher of today
argues that two of the greatest evils
of modern technology are competitive
business enterprise and modern war-
fare, mass production and mass de-
struction. He overlooks the fact, how-




most representative w re selected. The
program was as follows:



















Zeta Alpha, in conjunction with work
on the Comedy of Manners, presented
Jeannette Marks' Welsh Honeymoon,













and juniors has reverted this year to
the closed meetings, open only to society
members, because the societies felt that
the small amount of preparation which
they of necessity gave to their meetings
did not allow a fair representation of
their work. More time is spent, how-
ever, by each society on its semi-open
and to this interested undergraduates
are invited.
Another 1930 change is the holding of
all program meetings on the same
night. This was arranged by the Social
Calendar Committee because of the
unusually crowded schedule of events.
Two more program meetings will be
held in the spring as well as two open
houses in each of the societies when
sophomores and juniors are welcome.
had not
already grown to their present propor-
There is a deep psychological
problem behind all this. It is undeni-
able that habits of organized industry
have brought great benefits of living
d the average person, but it is equally
undeniable that much of the corrup-
tion, of the mismanagement, of the in-
justices of modern society arise not
from the failure to find the right kind
of organization, but from the fact of
organization itself.
Today's business world contains many
examples of the conditions which come
as a result of our present organization.
Human beings must become a part of
a mechanism, they must regulate their
lives at the speed at which the social
joes. The directors of the
ignoring the differences in
individuals, have set their machine at
possible, with the result that the




goal of perfect efficiency
.:..:-
:
Relationships of Primitives Different
In absolute contrast to modern busi-
ness methods is the relationship which
might exist between two primitive men,
one of whom provides food and shelter
equipment, and clothing. Today the
Buying and selling go on through the
indirect action of mythical corporate
personalities which by legal fiction are
imagined to behave like individuals.
The circle of production, consumption
and exchange is not completed, but




Institutional behavior has brought
material progress, but it has also
brought modern warfare. War, too, has
suffered from organization; it has be-
come a slaughter house for individ-
uals on both sides, in which they are
ruthlessly sacrificed in order that the
Nation may prosper, new markets be
rapidly.
The cultural determinists, who form
ordinated social changes will be as light
as possible. Mr. Allport believes, on
the contrary, not that we should submit
to the control of culture, but that we
should control it. Modern wars are
fought through institutions; therefore
when we have broken up fictitious mili-
tary organisms into the reality of living
individuals, international warfare will
be no more. The cultural gap lies
within human beings; the remedy lies
in appreciation of the inner conflict
and the determination to restore our-
selves to the full integrity of individ-
Fundamentally we are no wiser and
no more secure than our forefathers:
the Indian has been replaced by the
Our problems are simply
society, not of nature, and each
brings new peril. In
spite of the gloomy outlook, however,




Otto Braun, Prime Minister of Prus-
sia and leader of the German Social-
ists, predicted recently that the present
winter would prove the most crucial
through which Germany had passed
during the twelve years of the republic.
His forecast appears likely to be con-
firmed, Unemployment is growing; sal-
aries and wages are being drastically
cut; new land taxes, poll taxes and
consumption taxes aie being imposed;
the cities and States, like the Reich,
are overwhelmed by debt; the municipal
elections just held have shown a re-
newed swing to the extreme right rep-
resented by Adolph Hitler and his fol-
In Berlin these days one senses in
a hundred ways the general feeling of




ly, socially—and the staggering prob-
lems her leaders face. So many things
are hanging in the balance, so many
issues demanding solution. Germany is
feeling her way. slowly and laboriously,
toward a new position in a changed
world. The old imperial Germany—
—is as dead as the old Europe of 1914;
the new republican Germany is still in
process of construction.
The outcome may depend upon other
nations quite as much as upon Ger-
many herself. No nation is self-suf-
ficing, but Germany's destiny is singu-
larly bound up with that of foreign
countries. For she is handicapped by
restrictions imposed by the peace
treaty; by industrial stress arising from
her shrunken frontiers, her reparations
payments and the economic earthquake
that is shaking the entire world; by
disputes with her neighbors over the
Polish Corridor, Upper Silesia and the
Saar—as well as by internal conflicts,
such as that between Prussia and the
smaller States, and by the social divi-
sion so sharply accentuated by the re-
cently increased strength of the Com-
munists and the "Nazis"
International relations in Europe ar
more disturbed today than at any tinr
since the invasion of the Ruhr, am
an Emperor had deserted and there
was no authority to take his place,
has had to struggle for its life against
the heaviest of odds—in circumstances
that scarcely could have been more un-
favorable. It had to make peace, to
pay a crushing indemnity, to surrender
vast territories, to reorganize an eco-
nomic system shattered by the war, to
rally a defeated and
to the
German people in a time when one Eu-
ropean nation after another was turn-
ing away from parlimentary govern-
ment in favor of personal authority.
Though it has weathered many
storms, the German Republic can hard-
ly yet be said to be secure. By vir-
tue of the semi-dictatorial powers au-
thorized by the Constitution—the pro-
mulgation of certain laws by Presi-
dential decree—and through the mo-
mentary support of the Socialists, who
prefer a moderate government to the
risk of a reactionary one, Dr. Bruen-
ing has managed so far to hold out
against the pressure of the "Nazis" and
to take the preliminary steps toward
the general financial housecleaning that
For Germany's present crisis is pri-
marily economic, a direct result of the
violent industrial shock the country
received a year ago, when prices sud-
denly dropped and consumption fell off.
The world economic slump happened to
coincide with the virtual completion of
Are You going to Opera?
The College Taxi Company
i-sl pi-o^nim of industrial recon-
;tion in Germany. Germany had
rebuilding and "rationalizing" her
lines, overstimulated by bor-
rowed capital and geared up to a high
rate of production. Technically it was
superior to that of any other country,
excepting America, its model. It was
ready to pour forth goods at as rapid
a rate as the market could absorb
them—to expand the exports which
Germany must sell in order to pay
reparations.
Depressions and Reparations
The industrial slump complicated
the reparations question. Germany
had financed her payments largely
through loans from America, but now
those loans were greatly diminished.
Moreover, the purchasing power of gold
tating, the Germans contend, a pro-
portionate reduction in reparations pay-
ments. But the reparations payments
are designed to cover payments on in-
terallied debts which are independent
of fluctuations in the value of gold.
Thus, the whole problem of reparations
and debts, which had appeared to be
settled for some time, is suddenly
Severe retrenchment all around is
the policy of Germany today. The
government, faced with a heavy def-
icit, has reduced all official salaries
and called for a lowering of wages and
prices. Nearly every business has cut
the payments to its employes, from
manager to laborer. It is hoped that,
by cutting costs of production, Germany
can make up in the foreign market
the loss caused by decreased purchas-






MANY OTHER NICE THINGS
WELLESLEY SQUARE
CHAPEL NOTICE
During the Mid-year Examination
Period
Brief Organ Recitals
After Morning Chapel Services
Sick People^Love Flowers—-
takes away the lone-
someness makes the
sun shine daily - - - -





Have yon seen the
ISew ^Vattean Brim
on onr 8S.50 Hats?
J. HE latest members of our youthful $8.50
group of felt hats show ribbon trimming peep-
ing out from under flattering Watteau brims.
Choose black, brown, navy, red, Miami
blue, turquoise, green or sea sand
shades. Sixth floor.
R. H. STEARNS CO.
